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As part of our literary city guide series, we’ve mapped out the literary landmarks, bookstores, writers and books of contemporary London.

Keats House
The house where the Romantic poet John Keats spent his most productive years is now a literary museum dedicated to his work. Located near Hampstead Heath, the Keats House contains artifacts and manuscripts owned by the poet, and hosts several literary events throughout the year.

Charles Dickens Museum & The Old Curiosity Shop
The only surviving London home of Charles Dickens now houses the writer’s literary archive and museum, featuring over 100,000 items. Renovated in 2012, the Dickens House also serves as an event and exhibition space.

Guide to London’s Great Literary Spots
From the homes of the great English writers, to inspiring the world’s most famous poems, plays and stories, London has been a contributor to the rich literary landscape. Check out our guide. http://ift.tt/2bbiDLA.

See literary pieces at British Library.
Visiting the British Library is the best way to start your literary itinerary, one of the largest libraries in the world. Formerly part of the British Museum, the library is now occupying a 1.2 million-square-foot space at Euston Road that houses its collection of more than 150 million items in different